Abstract. We consider a large-scale convex minimization problem with nonnegativity constraints that arises in astronomical imaging. We develop a cost functional which incorporates the statistics of the noise in the image data and Tikhonov regularization to induce stability. We introduce an efficient hybrid gradient projection-reduced Newton (active set) method. By "reduced Newton" we mean taking Newton steps only in the inactive variables. Due to the large size of our problem, we compute approximate reduced Newton steps using conjugate gradient (CG) iteration. We also introduce a highly effective sparse preconditioner that dramatically speeds up CG convergence. A numerical comparison between our method and other standard large-scale constrained minimization algorithms is presented.
Introduction.
Image reconstruction gives rise to some challenging large-scale constrained optimization problems. In this paper we consider a convex minimization problem with nonnegativity constraints that arises in astronomical imaging. Data for this problem take the form d = Sf true + η, (1.1) where S is a large, nonsparse, block Toeplitz, ill-conditioned matrix, and η represents noise. To accurately reconstruct f true , we apply Tikhonov regularization (i.e., stabilization with an additive penalty term [24] ) and incorporate prior knowledge of the statistics of the noise and the nonnegativity of f true . This yields an optimization problem min f ≥0 J(f ), (1.2) where f ≥ 0 means f i ≥ 0 for each i, and the cost functional J : R N → R has the form
Here L is a symmetric positive definite (SPD), sparse regularization matrix; is a fit-to-data functional; and the regularization parameter α > 0 quantifies the trade-off between data fidelity and stability.
For computational convenience, can be taken to have least squares form,
This is appropriate when the noise in the data is additive Gaussian with independent components and common variance. Combining (1.4) with (1.3) results in a regularized least squares functional which is quadratic.
In many imaging applications, the data can be more accurately modeled as a sum of independent Poisson random variables. We will consider such a case in which the appropriate fit-to-data functional has (negative) Poisson log likelihood form, (1.5) where β and σ are positive parameters. The corresponding regularized Poisson likelihood functional (1.3) is not quadratic, but it is convex.
Our goal is the efficient minimization of the regularized Poisson likelihood functional under the constraint f ≥ 0. We motivate the need for constrained minimization algorithms by noting that, in many astronomical image processing problems, most of the variables (pixels) will be at their lower bound of zero (black). This minimization problem is quite challenging. It is large-scale, nonquadratic, and somewhat ill-conditioned. Moreover, it is nearly degenerate. Recall that a nonnegatively constrained minimizer f * of a functional J is nondegenerate if we have the strict complementarity condition,
A variety of large-scale constrained minimization methods can be applied, including the gradient projection method [1] , active set methods such as the projected Newton-type methods [2, 10] , a bound-constrained variant of the limited memory BFGS method [4] , bound-constrained trust region methods [11] , and interior point methods [3] . In this paper we introduce an efficient hybrid gradient projection-reduced Newton active set method. By "reduced Newton" we mean taking Newton steps only in the inactive variables. Due to the large size of our problem, we compute approximate reduced Newton steps using conjugate gradient (CG) iteration. The resulting algorithm resembles the gradient projection CG (GPCG) algorithm of Moré and Toraldo [15] for large-scale bound-constrained quadratic minimization. GPCG can be viewed as an enhancement of the active set/CG methods of O'Leary [18, 19] ; it improves efficiency by allowing the active set to change dramatically at each iteration. By applying ideas from GPCG to our nonquadratic problem, we obtain convergence and active set identification properties superior to those of the algorithms found in [2, 10] . This is particularly true when the minimizer of the cost function J is a nearly degenerate stationary point, which is the case in our application. We also introduce in this paper a highly effective sparse matrix preconditioner to speed up CG convergence.
A fundamentally different approach to image reconstruction is to apply a "few" steps of an iterative method to the unregularized fit-to-data functional (either least squares (1.4) or Poisson (1.5)). The number of iterations then plays the role of the regularization parameter; see [24] . In the Poisson case a variant of the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm [13, 9] known as the Richardson-Lucy iteration [20, 12] is appropriate because it maintains nonnegativity and monotonically decreases the negative Poisson log likelihood functional. This can sometimes be a viable alternative to the application of constrained optimization techniques to an explicitly regularized functional of the form (1.3).
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present an integral equation used to model image formation. We also discuss discretization of this equation as well as the statistics of the noise in the data, and we derive the fit-to-data functional (1.5) based on these statistics. Section 3 contains background material related to constrained optimization. Also in this section we present our computational algorithm and our sparse matrix preconditioner. Numerical results appear in section 4. A realistic test problem from astronomical imaging is used to compare our algorithm with standard methods, including Richardson-Lucy. Conclusions are also presented in this section.
The mathematical model.
A model for pixelated data obtained from a linear, monochromatic, translation-invariant optical imaging system [7] is
Here f true denotes the light source, or object. We will assume that the object is incoherent [6] . Then the object represents an energy density, or photon density, and hence is nonnegative. The s in (2.1) is called the point spread function (PSF) and is the response of the imaging system to a point light source. With an incoherent object, the PSF is also nonnegative. The two-dimensional array d in (2.1) is called the (discrete, noisy, blurred) image, and η represents noise processes in the formation of the image.
For computational purposes, we discretize the integral in (2.1), e.g., using midpoint quadrature, to obtain
We refer to the array with components s i,j as the discrete PSF. We assume that the quadrature error is negligible and that the components s i,j are nonnegative.
With lexicographical ordering of unknowns, (2.2) can be rewritten as (1.1), where d, f true , and η are N × 1 vectors with N = n x · n y , and S is an N × N matrix. We refer to S as the blurring matrix. Because of (2.2), S is block Toeplitz with Toeplitz blocks (BTTB) [24, Chapter 5] . Since s i,j ≥ 0,
In typical imaging applications S is highly ill-conditioned, and in many cases it is also a singular matrix. Consequently, the pseudo-inverse estimate S † d for f true is unstable with respect to perturbations in the data vector d. In order to obtain stable, accurate approximations to f true from noisy data, we employ an approach known to mathematicians as Tikhonov regularization and to statisticians as maximum a posteriori estimation (see [24, Chapter 4] ). This requires the minimization of a functional of the form
T Lf is known as the regularization functional, or the prior. In addition to having a stabilizing effect on the minimization of (2.4), this functional allows the incorporation of prior smoothness information about the unknown f . L is known as the regularization matrix; it is symmetric and positive semidefinite and is usually sparse.
The additional prior information that the source is nonnegative gives rise to the constraint f ≥ 0.
The in (2.4) is called the fit-to-data functional. By choosing − to be a log likelihood functional, one can incorporate prior statistical information about noise in the data. The nonnegative real number α is known as the regularization parameter, and it quantifies the trade-off between fit-to-data and stability.
2.1. The data noise model. Astronomical image data is typically collected with a device known as a charged-coupled-device (CCD) camera. The following statistical model (see [22, 23] ) applies to image data from a CCD detector array:
Here d i is the ith component of the vector d and is the data acquired by a readout of pixel i of the CCD detector array; n obj (i) is the number of object-dependent photoelectrons; n 0 (i) is the number of background electrons; and g(i) is the readout noise. The random variables n obj (i), n 0 (i), and g(i) are assumed to be independent of one another and of n obj (j), n 0 (j), and g(j) for i = j. 
The log likelihood for the mixed Poisson-Gaussian model (2.5) has an infinite series representation (see [22, equation (10) ]) which is computationally intractable. To approximate it we observe as in [22, 23] 
Note that for moderate to large values of σ 2 , say σ 2 ≥ 3 2 , it is extremely unlikely for the Gaussian g(i) + σ 2 to take on negative values. Then since Poisson random variables take on only nonnegative integer values, the random variable d i + σ 2 is also highly unlikely to take on negative values.
Since β and σ 2 are both positive parameters and Sf ≥ 0 whenever f ≥ 0, the regularized Poisson likelihood functional J defined by (2.4) and (2.6) is infinitely differentiable for f ≥ 0. Its gradient is
where ./ denotes componentwise division. Its Hessian is
where W (f ) = diag(w) and the components of w are given by
Recall that a functional J, defined on an unbounded set Ω ⊂ R N , is coercive if J(f ) → +∞ whenever f ∈ Ω and ||f || → +∞. Proof. The coercivity of J follows from the fact that for large ||f ||, the quadratic regularization term αf T Lf /2 dominates the linear and logarithmic terms in the fitto-data functional (2.6). Also, since α > 0 and L is SPD with minimum eigenvalue
Hence Hess J(f ) is positive definite for each f ≥ 0, and J is strictly convex.
Existence and uniqueness for problem (1.2) now follow from the fact that the constraint set {f ∈ R N | f ≥ 0} is closed and convex. This theorem also holds under the weaker assumption that L is symmetric positive semidefinite and L and S share only the zero vector in their null spaces. In our computations we take L to be the identity, so this additional generality is not needed.
A gradient projection-reduced Newton-CG method.
In this section we introduce a nested iterative scheme for nonnegatively constrained convex minimization. Each outer iteration consists of two stages. The first stage consists of projected gradient iterations to identify the active set, while the second stage uses CG iterations to compute a Newton step on the inactive variables.
The cost functional J : R N → R is given in the previous section, with properties enumerated in Theorem 2.1. In particular, J(f ) is smooth for f ≥ 0, strictly convex and coercive, and problem (1.2) has a unique solution.
Preliminaries.
We first define the feasible set
The projection of a vector f ∈ R N onto the feasible set is given by
where max{f , 0} is the vector whose ith component is max{f i , 0}. The active set for a vector f ∈ Ω is given by
The complementary set of indices is called the inactive set and is denoted by I(f ). The inactive, or free, variables consist of the components f i for which the index i is in the inactive set. Thus f i > 0 whenever f ∈ Ω and i ∈ I(f ). Given J : R N → R, the projected gradient of J at f ∈ Ω is the N -vector with components
The reduced gradient of J at f ∈ Ω is given by
and the reduced Hessian is given by
Let D I denote the diagonal matrix with components
where
A vector f ∈ Ω is the solution of problem (1.2) if and only if grad P J(f ) = 0. Our goal is to compute a sequence {f k } ⊂ Ω such that grad P J(f k ) → 0. Then {f k } is guaranteed to converge to the unique global solution f * of problem (1.2).
Gradient projection iteration.
In principle, gradient projection generates a sequence of approximate minimizers {f k } ⊂ Ω via the following iteration:
In practice, subproblem (3.7) is solved inexactly using a projected backtracking line search. We take the initial step length parameter to be the so-called Cauchy point,
This is the minimizer of the quadraticq(λ) = q(f k + λp k ), where
As in [1] , step length reduction can be accomplished by taking λ
. . , for some β ∈ (0, 1). A quadratic interpolation scheme as found in [15] can also be used. We stop at the first m for which the sufficient decrease condition
holds, where µ ∈ (0, 1) and )} is a decreasing sequence which is bounded below by J(f * ). Hence it converges to some J ≥ J(f * ). Since J is coercive, {f k } is bounded, and hence there exists a subsequence {f kj } converging to some f . By Theorem 3.1, grad P (f ) = 0, and since J is strictly convex, f = f * . Thus {J(f k )} converges to J(f * ). Then using Taylor's theorem, (2.10), and the fact that f * is the global constrained minimizer,
Consequently, {f k } converges to f * . The asymptotic convergence rate for the gradient projection iteration is linear and can be quite slow when Hess J(f * ) is poorly conditioned. This motivates taking projected Newton steps.
The reduced Newton step.
To obtain the standard projected Newton iteration [2, 10] , one replaces the p k in (3.6) with the solution to
With a properly implemented line search, this yields a quadratically convergent scheme [2, 10] . However, it lacks robustness if the reduced Hessian is ill-conditioned and system (3.13) is solved inexactly. For this reason, we advocate interspersing gradient projection iterations with reduced Newton steps, in which we (approximately) solve
(Note the replacement of the gradient on the right-hand side of (3.13) by the reduced gradient.) Equivalently, we approximately minimize the quadratic
This can be viewed as a minimization of the quadratic obtained from the three-term Taylor approximation to J(f k + p) over the face associated with f k , defined by
When CG iteration is used to approximately solve (3.14) we obtain a scheme which resembles the GPCG algorithm of Moré and Toraldo [15] for bound-constrained quadratic minimization.
Given a reduced Newton search direction p k , we again apply a projected backtracking line search. In this case the initial step length parameter (see (3.9)) will always be 1. We apply much less stringent acceptance criteria than (3.11), namely Even with rapid CG convergence, it is important to choose effective stopping criteria to reduce overall computational cost. One often finds in the literature (see [10, 16] ) a stopping criterion like
where g j = grad q k (p j ) and γ and p are parameters with 0 < γ < 1, p ≥ 1. We have found the following stopping criterion from Moré and Toraldo [15] to be much more effective:
where 0 < γ CG < 1.
3.4.
A sparse preconditioner. In many imaging applications, the discrete PSF is localized in the sense that, except for a few components near the center with high intensity, its components are relatively small. This can be clearly seen in Figure 4 .1. Such a PSF can be accurately approximated by zeroing out the smaller components. The BTTB matrixŜ corresponding to such an approximate PSF is then a sparse approximation to the blurring matrix S. We select the truncated PSFŜ to be the array with entriesŝ
where the truncation parameter
We then takeŜ to be the BTTB matrix generated byŝ.
With lexicographical ordering of the unknowns,Ŝ is a banded, sparse matrix. The bandwidth decreases and the sparsity increases either as the PSF becomes more concentrated about its central peak, or as the truncation parameter τ increases.
Motivated by the forms of the Hessian (2.8) and the reduced Hessian (3.5), we take the preconditioning matrix at outer iteration k to be
, and L are each diagonal matrices. Hence, due to the banded, sparse structure ofŜ, each M k is a banded, sparse matrix. Moreover, if the size of the active set increases with k, the number of nonzero (diagonal) entries in D k I decreases, and M k becomes even more sparse.
The numerical algorithm.
In the first stage of our algorithm we need stopping criteria for the gradient projection iterations. Borrowing from Moré and Toraldo [15] , we stop when
where 0 < γ GP < 1.
Gradient projection-reduced Newton-cg (gprncg) algorithm.
Step 0: Select initial guess f 0 , and set k = 0.
Step 1: Given f k : The iterates {f k } generated by GPRNCG are guaranteed to converge to the unique solution f * of problem (1.2). This follows from Theorem 3.2 since, at each outer GPRNCG iteration, at least one gradient projection iteration is taken and condition (3.16) holds.
Numerical results.
In this section we present results obtained when various algorithms were applied to simulated data that were generated according to the model of section 2. The PSF s in (2.1) simulates the time-averaged point response of a ground-based adaptive optics system [21] used in astronomical imaging. This PSF is displayed in Figure 4 .1. Note that it is quite localized in space and has a hint of the distinctive Airy pattern [7] , which is characteristic of a diffraction-limited optical imaging system with a circular aperture. Note also that the blurring matrix S has many zero eigenvalues (this is also a consequence of diffraction limiting) and is illconditioned in the sense that the nonzero eigenvalues cluster at zero and the ratio of the largest eigenvalue to the smallest nonzero eigenvalue is quite large. 
.2. Astronomical object and image data. To the left is a grayscale plot of the log of the object (light source) ftrue. On the right is the log of the blurred, noisy image data, d.
The simulated object f true represents a star cluster. Both the object and the simulated blurred, noisy data are shown in Figure 4 .2.
Noise in the data was generated by taking a pseudorandom realization from the statistical model (2.5). We selected parameter values β = 10 for sky background and σ = 5 for read-out noise. These values are representative of CCD cameras used in astronomy. The system size N = 128 2 = 16, 384. Before discussing algorithm performance, we will examine the reconstructions obtained using various optimization approaches. In each case, the regularization matrix L is taken to be the identity. We compare (i) unconstrained regularized ordinary least squares reconstructions, , which minimize
and (iii) nonnegatively constrained, regularized Poisson likelihood reconstructions f LHD α , which minimize (2.4), (2.6). Weighted least squares reconstructions were computed using Moré and Toraldo's GPCG algorithm [15] . The weight matrix in (4.1) is diagonal with diagonal entries taken to be the inverse of the variance of the noise in model (2.5), 
for the three optimization approaches. The unconstrained ordinary least squares error curve is qualitatively different from the other two. It has a well-defined mimimizer at α * ≈ 10 −9 . For smaller values of α, the reconstructions deteriorate because of noise amplification associated with small singular values of the blurring matrix S. For α significantly larger than α * , the ordinary least squares reconstructions become too smooth as larger singular values of S are damped out by the regularization. See the error analysis in [24] .
The reconstruction error for constrained, weighted least squares decreases with α until α ≈ 10 −10 . For values of α smaller than this, the error is essentially constant. The reconstruction error for constrained Poisson likelihood has this same behavior. We attribute this behavior to the fact that the object is a collection of "point-like" features with small support. Once the support of these features has been identified, their intensities appear to be relatively insensitive to the noise in the data.
Note that the Poisson likelihood reconstruction errors are somewhat smaller than for weighted least squares. This occurs because at relatively low photon counts (and hence, small Poisson parameters), the Poisson distribution differs significantly from a Gaussian distribution, and hence, it models the noise more accurately. Figure 4 .4 compares the reconstructions obtained with these three different approaches. Rather than viewing reconstructions of the entire object (see left subplot in Figure 4 .2) at low resolution, we look at only the lower left corner, but at a much higher resolution. For the constrained weighted least squares and Poisson likelihood reconstructions, we picked reconstructions for which the regularization parameter α = 10 −10 . In the unconstrained ordinary least squares case, we selected the minimizer of the reconstruction error, α = 10 −9 . From this figure, we see that explicitly imposing nonnegativity constraints in the weighted regularized least squares minimization, rather than simply computing the unconstrained minimizer and then setting negative pixels to zero, results in a higher quality reconstruction. Moreover, there is a significant improvement in reconstruction quality when the weighted least squares fit-to-data functional is replaced with the Poisson likelihood.
We applied a variety of constrained optimization methods to minimize the regularized Poisson likelihood cost functional, including (i) GPRNCG without preconditioning; (ii) GPRNCG with the sparse preconditioner described in section 3.4; (iii) the bound-constrained limited memory BFGS (L-BFGS-B) [4] method; and (iv) the trust region interior point method KNITRO [3] . Both versions of GPRNCG were implemented in MATLAB. L-BFGS-B was implemented in MATLAB via a mex interface with FORTRAN77 source code made publicly available by the authors of [4, 25] . KNI-TRO was implemented in MATLAB via a mex interface with FORTRAN77 binary code made available to us by the authors of [3] .
In the following comparison of optimization methods, we again selected the regularization parameter α = 10 −10 . For GPRNCG we found that it was cost effective to take only one gradient projection iteration per outer iteration. The truncation parameter in the sparse preconditioner (3.18)-(3.19) was taken to be r = 0.1. Then only 0.13% of the entries ofŜ were nonzero.
At each iteration k the inversion of the preconditioner M k (see (3.20) ) was carried out using a sparse Choleski reordering, followed by a sparse Choleski decomposition, followed by sparse forward eliminations and back substitutions. While this was expensive in the early iterations, the cost of preconditioning decreased significantly as the active set was identified, and hence as the number of off-diagonal nonzero entries of M k decreased.
To obtain a rough comparison of convergence behavior as a function of computational cost for the various methods, we plotted the norm of the projected gradient (3.2) versus the cumulative number of two-dimensional fast Fourier transforms (FFTs). Function evaluations, gradient evaluations, and Hessian matrix-vector multiplications each required matrix-vector multiplications involving the BTTB matrix S and/or the BTTB matrix S T . See (2.6), (2.7), and (2. in our implementations.
The results of this comparison are given in Figure 4 .5. For the L-BFGS-B results presented in this figure, we saved 10 vectors in the L-BFGS recursion; see [16, p. 224] . GPRNCG with sparse preconditioning outperformed the other methods; it achieved the stopping criterion ||grad P J(f k )|| ∞ < 10 −7 grad P ||J(f 0 )|| ∞ in about half the FFTs required for L-BFGS-B. KNITRO not only didn't converge, but it failed to significantly decrease the projected gradient norm. GPRNCG without preconditioning also failed to converge within 5 × 10 4 FFTs, but it did significantly reduce the projected gradient norm.
Some CPU time comparisons are presented in Table 4 head costs. For our problem, the overall cost for L-BFGS-B was relatively insensitive to the number of saved vectors. Half of the total CPU time for preconditioned GPRNCG was spent computing FFTs. Further timing studies revealed that most of the remaining CPU time was spent in preconditioning. We found that we could reduce this cost by preconditioning only after a certain fraction of the pixel indices were in the active set (i.e., the pixel values were set to zero). By taking this fraction to be 2/3, we were able to reduce the total CPU time for preconditioned GPRNCG by about 20%-to 423 seconds-for this test problem.
Richardson-Lucy iteration.
We also applied the Richardson-Lucy iteration to our test problem. Corresponding to the (negative) Poisson log likelihood fit-to-data functional (1.5), this iteration takes the form
where ./ and . * denote componentwise multiplication and division, respectively; 1 is the vector whose components are all equal to one; and σ 2 and β are, respectively, the Gaussian noise variance and the Poisson background noise parameter. The initial guess f 0 was taken to be a vector with positive constant entries.
Unlike the previously discussed optimization-based approaches, the functional A cost comparison between optimization-based regularization methods and iterative regularization methods is difficult to carry out for several reasons. First, the two approaches typically yield somewhat different reconstructions. Second, quantifying the cost of an iterative regularization method requires a means of determining how many iterations are needed to obtain a reconstruction that is "good enough." For an optimization-based method, an optimality criterion such as the norm of the (projected) gradient quantifies how well one has solved the optimization problem. (Of course, stopping tolerances add a subjective element. Moreover, one must somehow choose a regularization parameter like the α in (2.4).) Complicating these issues is the fact that there may be no metric to clearly delineate a "good" reconstruction from a "bad" one. 
where f RL k is given in (4.3). For GPRNCG we take
where f α k is the kth iterate from the GPRNCG algorithm applied to minimize (2.4), (2.6) with regularization parameter α. As above, we select the regularization parameter α = 10 −10 . Until about 200 FFTs, Richardson-Lucy produces a better reconstruction than GPRNCG. After 300 iterations, the GPRNCG reconstruction is better. The difference between the GPRNCG reconstruction at iteration k and the true object can be decomposed as
The first term quantifies how well GPRNCG solves the constrained minimization problem. This term vanishes as GPRNCG converges (after about 9,000 FFTs). Thereafter, the GPRNCG reconstruction error depends only on the effectiveness of the regularization and does not change with iteration count. The Richardson-Lucy reconstruction error decreases monotonically with iteration count k, which plays the role of the regularization parameter α in the GPRNCG reconstruction. This decrease is initially fairly rapid. However, after about 10,000 FFTs, the rate of decrease in the Richardson-Lucy reconstruction error slows dramatically. After a million FFTs, its reconstruction error of 35.1% is still slightly larger than that achieved by GPRNCG (34.9%) after about 9,000 FFTs. On the other hand, it should be noted that the Richardson-Lucy reconstructions after several thousand FFTs are hard to distinguish visually from the reconstruction obtained with GPRNCG, which is displayed in the lower right subplot of Figure 4 .4.
Conclusions.
A variety of constrained optimization methods were applied to a large-scale, ill-conditioned, nonnegatively constrained convex programming problem arising in image deblurring. For this test problem, GPRNCG with the sparse preconditioner introduced in this paper is very robust and is the most efficient algorithm, both in terms of FFTs and in total CPU time. Preconditioning is relatively expensive, especially in the early iterations, before the active set has been accurately identified. An ad hoc strategy of employing preconditioning only after a certain portion of the indices are active can decrease the computational cost by about 20% for this test problem. When GPRNCG is used with no preconditioning, robustness is lost and computational cost increases dramatically.
L-BFGS-B is also quite effective for this problem. It is robust and has a computational cost about twice that of preconditioned GPRNCG. Our experience with nonconvex problems indicates that performance suffers when L-BFGS updates are skipped. For this test problem the cost functional is strictly convex, so no L-BFGS updates were skipped. As the number of saved vectors increases, the number of FFTs decreases, but other overhead costs increase, so the overall cost seems to be relatively insensitive to the number of saved vectors.
The performance of KNITRO, a trust region interior point method, was quite disappointing. Not only did this method fail to converge, but the initial decrease in the projected gradient norm was extremely slow compared to the other methods. The x's in Figure 4 .5 denote outer KNITRO iterates. The gaps between these x's indicate that several hundred CG iterations were often taken per outer iteration. It is possible that preconditioning could significantly decrease CG costs and improve robustness for KNITRO.
We also tested a preconditioner based on the limited memory BFGS recursion [17] in the implementation of GPRNCG. Although we had success with this preconditioner on less difficult test problems, for this particular data set and PSF, this preconditioner was not found to be effective.
Finally, we attempted a comparison between Richardson-Lucy, an iterative regularization method for image deblurring, and preconditioned GPRNCG. By the measures of performance used in this comparison, GPRNCG was more efficient than Richardson-Lucy iteration. However, one could argue that this was an apples-tooranges comparison and that the performance measures were not appropriate.
